Release Notes

This page provides you with the information about public releases of Smart Attachments for Confluence. Here you can find out what new features were added and what issues were addressed.

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.17.0**
Added support for access restrictions that can be set for folders

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.16.0**
Added a capability to download the folder with its subfolders and documents

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.15.1**
Resolved the issue with sharing folders with attachments

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.15.0**
Compatibility with Confluence Data Center and stability improvements

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.14.0**
Moving of folders between space storages

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.13.1**
Resolved the issue with upload of files greater than 30 MB

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.13.0**
Sharing folders with Confluence users and external people

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.12.1**
Added upload to the space storage when editing the page

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.11.1**
Compatibility with Confluence 7

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.11.0**
Compatibility with CLI Connector and minor improvements

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.10.1**
Stability improvements and French localization

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.10.0**
Added management of labels for documents in the space storage

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.9.3**
Access to the space storage for anonymous users

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.9.2**
Resolved compatibility issues with Quizzes for Confluence

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.9.1**
Resolved the issue with opening space storage in Internet Explorer 11

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.9.0**
Support for document preview and Atlassian Companion app in space storages

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.8.0**
Upload of documents and rename/delete operations in the Folder attachments macro

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.7.0**
Navigation across folders in the Folder Attachments macro

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.6.0**
Make the folder and Back rows clickable for easy navigation

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.5.3**
Issue with disappearance of the Files & Documents section in spaces

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.5.2**
New position of the embed icons and improvements for the Upload documents form

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.5.1**
Resolved the issue with creation of space storages in old Confluence versions

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.5.0**
Upload of folders with the automatic folder structure creation

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.4.0**
Added the macro to embed folders with documents into pages

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.3.0**
Added capabilities to move documents to folders and sort files

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.2.0**
Document embeddable links and highlight of newly uploaded documents and created folders

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.1.0**
Added the onboarding procedure for new users

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.0.1**
Addressed minor issues with documents and revisions

**Smart Attachments for Confluence 1.0.0**

Initial release of the app